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At Australian Select Timbers,
we’re deeply passionate about
flooring: our environmentally
conscious, durable and vibrant
products enhance any home or
commercial space.
The Nouvelle range of hybrid
flooring is the best of both worlds:
a stylish, aesthetic that’s low
emission whilst also family, pet and
workplace friendly.
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A unique and sophisticated range
Whether you prefer subtle and sophisticated European tones or the richness of Australia’s
native landscape, Nouvelle’s distinctive colours and embossed matte finish will blend
effortlessly with your space.

Silver Birch
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Oak
Range

Aussie
Range

1830 x 229 x 5.5mm

1830 x 180 x 5.5mm

Almond

Pumice

NSW Spotted Gum

QLD Spotted Gum

Silver Birch

Slate

Coastal Blackbutt

Tasmanian Oak

Taupe

Tavertine

Tasmanian Oak

Natural cork backing
Unique to our Nouvelle range is a 1.5mm cork backing
which provides exceptional acoustic performance for your
home or commercial space, minimising noise and echo.
Cork is also 100% natural, renewable and sustainable
product – the only one of its kind in the Australian
flooring market.
A green, completely compostable material, cork can
be safely and easily disposed of when your floor
needs updating.
Installation is also convenient: boards can be quickly
and precisely cut to fit the required area without the
need for special tools or preparation.

CORK
BACK
Natural and friendly
to the environment,
with ultra acoustic
properties.
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Versatile and superior performing
The Nouvelle range brings new form, function and versatility to the Australian flooring
market: harmonious colours and features blend seamlessly with an environmentally sensitive
design, superior performance and exceptionally simple installation.

NSW Spotted Gum

Taupe

Embossed matte finish

Micro bevelled edges

An elegant, practical finish that allows the natural
beauty of the timber shine through. It easily withstands
high traffic and is 100% waterproof, making it pet and
wet-area friendly.

A sleek, delicate finish that creates effortless flow
throughout your space, melding authentic timber
character with modern practicality, comfort and
innovative design.
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Bringing a room to life
With colours inspired by authentic natural
timbers, Nouvelle brings your room to life.
The sleek modern lines and durable surfaces
are perfectly suited to family life, pets and heavy
traffic commercial spaces.

Micro Bevel Edge
Lacquer Matte Finish
Drop Lock Click System
Embossed Woodgrain Surface
100% Waterproof Product
P3/R10 Slip Rating
High Performance Acoustic Level

Coastal Blackbutt
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Choosing Nouvelle
Nouvelle hybrid flooring introduces a new level
of functionality, features and benefits that satisfy
any residential or commercial need with style
and ease.
Why Nouvelle?
• Because life is for living.
With Nouvelle flooring, you’ll spend
less time and money on cleaning and
maintenance, and more time enjoying
your home or commercial space.
• Because life can be messy.
Nouvelle’s 100% waterproof finish makes
it practical and easy to maintain, and ideal
for wet or pet areas.
In commercial spaces, the P3/R10 slip test
certification means peace of mind, with fewer
accidental falls.
• Because a good life is a healthy life.
Nouvelle meets Australia’s Green Star
standards for emissions, making it a safe
and environmentally conscious choice for
your business or family.
• Because life is unpredictable.
Nouvelle’s warranty protects you against
product defect, so you can rest assured your
home or commercial space stays functional
and beautiful.
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Unique accessories
Put a stylish finishing touch on your beautiful Nouvelle hybrid flooring with our premium
and unique accessories. Designed to enhance any residential or commercial space and
complement the entire Nouvelle range.

Stair Nosing

Scotia

Providing elegant transitions from floor to stair to suit
your unique specifications, our stair nosing allows you
to continue your floor scheme and enhance the flowing
natural beauty of your space.

Designed to enhance functionality and preserve
it’s beautiful aesthetics, scotia give your Nouvelle flooring
room to comfortably expand and contract in response to
our changing environment.

2400 x 80 x 5.5mm

2400 x 18 x 18mm

Slate

QLD Spotted Gum

Maintenance & warranty
Nouvelle is backed by a lifetime residential warranty
and 15 year commercial warranty – so no matter what
happens, you can rest assured your Nouvelle floors will
rise to the challenge and stay looking naturally beautiful
for a very long time.

15 Year

commercial warranty

Lifetime
residential warranty
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